Open House Data Science Institute

Data Science techniques are enabling amazing insights for many disciplines. Central to harnessing these techniques is the presence of a vibrant community of interdisciplinary collaborators, researchers, and practitioners with interests in information and computational sciences, mathematics, statistics, engineering, and various domain sciences. To strengthen and build this much needed capacity at the University of Arizona, the Data Science Institute (Data 7) strives to provide an avenue to coalesce interested communities and activities associated with Data Science, creating new opportunities and spawning new collaborations.

To celebrate the move into our new home in the BSRL building along with the NSF TRIPODS (Transdisciplinary Research in Principles of Data Science) and CyVerse teams, you are cordially invited to the open house for UA Data Science Institute (Data 7.) Learn about planned activities and updates on progress; meet personnel who will be shaping the forefront of UA Data Science. For more information on Data 7 visit https://datascience.arizona.edu/

Thursday, April 19th
MRB 102 (Welcome and lecture) and BSRL lobby (reception)

3:00 – 4:15 PM  Welcome; Data 7 & Tripods Updates; Inaugural Lecture
By Stanford University Professor And Former Macarthur Fellow
Dan Jurafsky “The Language Of Food: A Linguist Reads The Menu”

4:30 – 5:30 PM  Reception in BSRL lobby

RSVP requested by March 30. Please use this link: https://www.eventbrite.com/e/university-of-arizona-data-science-institute-d7-open-house-tickets-44152909541